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easyheat.comroof & gutter de-icing

adKs
fixed resistance, pre-terminated cable
ADKS cables are rated at 5 watts per foot, 120 Vac and have a three wire grounded plug with a 6-foot/ 
2-meter power cord. Roof and gutter de-icing kits include the appropriate number of roof clips and cable 
spacers. ADKS cables are UL Listed to Canadian Safety Standards and CSA Certified.

 catalog number description ctn Qty ctn wgt upc certifications
aDKs100  * 20' length, 100 watts 5 8 0-13627-10969-8
aDKs150  * 30' length, 150 watts 5 9 0-13627-10970-4
aDKs300  * 60' length, 300 watts 5 13 0-13627-10971-1
aDKs400  * 80' length, 400 watts 5 16 0-13627-10972-8
aDKs500  * 100' length, 500 watts 5 17 0-13627-10973-5
aDKs600 120' length, 600 watts 2 10 0-13627-10974-2
aDKs800 160' length, 800 watts 2 12 0-13627-10975-9
aDKs1000 200' length 1000 watts 2 15 0-13627-10976-6
aDKs1200 240' length, 1200 watts 2 17 0-13627-10977-3
RKcaDKs starter assortment: one each of *’d kits above 1 set 14 0-13627-07042-4
RKFaDKs assortment: two each of *’d kits above; (1) Rs2 1 set 27 0-13627-07001-1
csK12 clips (19) and spacers (16) 10 bags 2 0-13627-10814-1

ResIDeNtIaL

adKs control
residential roof and gutter de-icing control
Roof Sentry® RS2 – This residential grade unit automatically controls operation and energy usage of electric 
roof de-icing cable. The RS2 requires two conditions to be present before it energizes roof de-icing cable: 
both cold temperatures (on, 38ºF/3ºC; off, 48ºF/9ºC) and the presence of run-off water from the roof in 
contact with its sensor wire. If only one of the conditions exists, the control will not energize the cable.  
The control is rated at 10 amps at 120 Vac, and requires one per cable. The RS2 control is CSA Certified.

Rs2 Roof sentry control for aDKs cables 5 10 0-13627-09862-6
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